
What is ADD/HD? 
Answer: a neurological disorder that keeps the ADD/HDer from being able to 

maintain focus and function at the level of his/her peers. 

Do 7-8 of these describe your behavior on a daily basis? 

Common Traits (DSM 5)

Benefits of ADD/HD ( http://www.addcoach4u.com/positivesofadd.html#positives)

-wordle.com

http://voices.yahoo.com/famous-people-add-adhd-positive-side-add-5248633.html?cat=25- 

4%-5% of adults 

in the U.S. have 

ADD/HD-WebMD 

Did you know...?

-wordle.com

-Laura Honos-Webb 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Self-Report Screener is a good tool to 

see if ADD/HD is a possibly an issue for you. 

- Sit in the front

- Ask questions and engage

- Note-taking strategies

- Request a lecture outline

- Record lecture w/ permission

- Seek academic support well in

advance 

- Do most difficult work at a time of day
when you are most alert

- Commit a DAILY block of time in your
planner as “study time”

- Find “study site” in library, under a
tree, or a coffee shop, for best focus

- Have an audio version of your
textbooks

- Review recorded lecture and notes
during study time

- Form a study group
- Write, recite, and remain active while

studying
- Break projects into manageable chunks

each with a deadline
- Snack on protein rich food while

staying away from lots of sugar

- Exercise 20 min/day, 3Xs/wk.

- Set alarms to remember meds

- Schedule breaks between classes

- Get frequent instructor feedback

- Celebrate success; learn from failure

- Make time for what you enjoy

- Attend or start an ADD/HD support group

- Choose jobs with variety of tasks,

structure, quotas, and deadlines

- Use structure and routine in all areas

- You have ADD/HD do not put “it” off, you

will forget

- Keep ONE calendar with everything on it

- Set realistic goals, commit to them, reward

yourself when complete

- Use your time to reach your goals

- Think…Speak, reflect on others’ feedback

- Give yourself credit for your strengths
- https://www.fit.edu/media/site.../How-to-conquer-your-ADHD.doc - https://www.additudemag.com/make-it-in-the-big-leagues/

If you feel you 

may have 

ADD/HD, 

contact the 
Learning 

Centers to 

see how we 

can help. 

“The highest reward 
for man's toil is not 
what he gets for it, 
but what he becomes 
by it.”  

-John Ruskin


